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Introduction
Kāpiti Coast District Council (KCDC) contracts the operation of two i‐SITE visitor centres in
Paraparaumu and Otaki. A volunteer group also provides a community visitor information centre
service at the Waikanae Library with some council funding support for the volunteer coordinator
role.
KCDC is seeking to ensure that the investment it puts into this aspect of the visitor sector is the most
efficient way to continue to support visitor information needs. This includes gaining an
understanding of the changes in the way people are accessing information; and determining the
optimal mix of physical and digital aspects of a future Kāpiti Visitor Information Network.
The review has been carried out in two parts outlined below.
Part A
General Overview of the Visitor Information Network:




the current role and functionality of the Kāpiti Visitor Network in the context of local,
regional and national requirements and changes;
what channels these roles and functions are best likely to be delivered over the next 5 years
based on trends in user behaviour and demand;
Kāpiti community uses of the Visitor Information Network, including the i‐SITEs.

Part B
Based on the findings in Part A, assess and recommend to Council the best location(s) for the Visitor
Information Network for Kāpiti from 2014.

Project Approach
The review has been carried out by Rob MacIntyre of Destination Planning Ltd. In addition to
drawing on past experience of managing Wellington region RTOs and i‐SITEs, reviewing all
Northland, West Coast, Hutt City and Stratford i‐SITEs and working on the i‐SITE NZ Strategic Plan
2013‐2016, this review has entailed consulting via face to face discussion, phone or email with the
following organisations and individuals:


The Kāpiti Company



Paraparaumu & Otaki i‐SITE supervisors



KCDC managers covering council reception, libraries and infrastructure (signage and roading)



local tourism operator representatives including Destination Kāpiti



Positively Wellington Tourism
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DOC



i‐SITE NZ executive



Managers of the new information centres at Levin library and Upper Hutt



The coordinator for Waikanae Community Information Centre

The review has also involved:


reviewing Nature Coast Enterprise annual reports



analysing raw data on users of the i‐SITEs;



reviewing NZTA’s latest plans for the MacKays‐Pekapeka and Pekapeka‐Levin expressway
sections;



obtaining approval from seven other i‐SITE managers to access their benchmarking data,
sourcing the data from Deloitte and analysing the data;



visiting Kāpiti visitor centres and several other sites in the district where information
provision may be important.
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Part A: Style of Visitor Information Network
Mandate for public support of visitor information centres
Most councils that support visitor centres consider there is a mandate for public funding because the
services:


deliver community information such as council service details, road conditions, events and
community contacts that would otherwise fall on council reception;



support growth in tourism spend by:





o

helping to attract more visitors by providing remote information at the pre‐trip
planning stage and encouraging them to commit through a booking;

o

extending the stay of visitors when they arrive;

o

encouraging visitors to do more local activities;

o

exceeding visitors’ expectations of service and welcome, providing a human
interface with the local community, encouraging repeat visits, and resulting in
ongoing word of mouth promotion to new visitors.

The increased spend from these visitors includes spend with:
o

tourism businesses such as accommodation, transport and attractions;

o

tourism “related” businesses such as supermarkets, gas stations and shops.

Those businesses in turn spend on supplier businesses such as law firms, financial services,
trades, cleaning, food, beverage, hardware and electronics sales outlets.

General role and functionality of Visitor Centres
Visitor Centres are the official ‘face’ of the visitor industry and are a primary contact point for
international and domestic visitors as well as the local community. Following are a list of services
that the Visitor Centres currently provide their customers:
Promotion of their town/community and the Kāpiti district
Being the first point of contact for visitors to their area the Visitor Centres welcome and orientate
visitors to that particular town/community and to the district.
Servicing destination marketing activity
Visitor Centres act as the enquiry point for visitors researching a trip to the destination. This may be
for phone, email and to a diminishing degree, mail enquiries. This service is the strongest link to the
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destination marketing which may be delivered by an RTO, council or contracted company. Where
external marketing campaigns are implemented, the visitor centre often handles enquiries in
response to the campaign and can be the difference between disenfranchising a prospective visitor
or converting interest to a confirmed visit. It is therefore important that the campaign message is in
alignment with the response handling service. Centre location is irrelevant to this function.
Information services – visitors
Visitor Centres are predominantly used as the first point of reference for visitors arriving at a
destination. The design, ambience, sense of welcome and visual presentation helps to develop their
sense of affinity to a destination. This service also touches on visitors hosted by local residents,
people thinking of moving to live in a district and sometimes businesses considering relocating to an
area. Examples of how visitors use this service includes:


Helping them with navigation, accommodation, locating a particular shop or business and
weather information.



Itinerary planning and booking.



Providing information on activities, events, transport and things to see and do in their area
and the region, which they can then book.



Communicating to visitors the responsibilities they have including freedom camping, beach
and land‐access responsibility codes.



Providing general information on all other North and South Island areas.



Providing information packs or referrals on local lifestyle, services, education, workforce and
business support services for potential new residents or businesses considering re‐locating
or starting in the district.



Civil defence – 7 day point of contact for visitors in case of catastrophic events.

Information services – local community
The Visitor Centres provide Information to the public. This workload would fall on council reception
if the visitor centres did not exist:


Council services such as swimming pools, dump stations and libraries



Rubbish transfer station opening hours and collections days after long weekends to non‐
resident ratepayers.



Providing information on rules and regulations within the region, for example over‐night
location restrictions for motorhomes and rules for people wanting to camp on reserves.



Answering questions on local businesses and support agencies.
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Booking activities/accommodation/transport
i‐SITEs offer to make accommodation and activity bookings for visitors. In doing so they take an
industry standard 10% commission from the retail price of the booking. As well as local events and
accommodation providers the i‐SITES also provide bookings for out of district activities such as
interisland ferries, Wellington and top of the south island services.
Most visitor centres act as booking agents for public transport operators such as Intercity. This
service is often primarily used by the local community, especially older citizens who do not want to
use internet or phone booking services. The mix of local and visitor users depends on the location,
local population dynamics and visitor flows, with both Kāpiti i‐SITEs handling a lot of this type of
business. Visitor centres also sell DOC hut passes and book products such as the Great Walks.
Sale of merchandise
Most visitor centres have a retail section varying in size. This provides the opportunity for visitors to
buy souvenirs or mementos of the district; and for residents to buy gifts to send or take away with
them to represent their place of residence. This helps promote the brand awareness and visitor
opportunities in the district.
Sale of event tickets
As well as community events, many Visitor Centres sell tickets to national events through an on‐line
ticketing agency such as Ticket Direct. There is usually a very small margin in event ticket sales and
provision of this service reduces distribution costs that would otherwise become a burden for local
event organisers.
Internet services
Charged internet services are used by locals and visitors.
Liaising and working with community groups and nonprofit groups
The Visitor Centres assist community groups, clubs and associations by holding pamphlets and
making a database of club details available to interested members of the community. The centres
also help with promoting and selling tickets for any fundraising events or programmes these
organisations run (through notice boards, social media posts and website updates).
Brochure display
Visitor Centres display brochures for tourism operators, usually on a paid‐for‐display basis. As part of
the national network i‐SITEs are required to display a nationwide set of official regional brochures.
Other userpays business promotion
Businesses have opportunities with each of the Centres to undertake other advertising, such as
video clips, posters, lightbox, window displays.
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National Visitor Centre Context
New Zealand has over 140 visitor centres of various scales and levels of professionalism. They range
from Rotorua i‐SITE, a highly commercial operation providing local information and proactively
selling NZ‐wide itineraries, to small volunteer‐manned visitor centres focusing on local and
community information provision.

iSITE New Zealand
The Visitor Information Network Inc. (VIN Inc), is the incorporated society representing the official
national network of 80 full i‐SITE members and trading with the i‐SITE NZ brand. Member centres
are operated by a mix of councils, RTOs, incorporated societies and private entities.
Non‐i‐SITE centres include all DOC visitor centres (except Franz Josef and Punakaiki) and smaller
community‐run visitor centres that cannot or do not wish to be part of the i‐SITE Network. Examples
are Raglan, Taihape, Levin and Gore information centres. Some of these non‐i‐SITE visitor centres
pay an associate membership fee to maintain links with VIN Inc.
Some local visitor centres also provide council services such as taking rates and dog license
payments. A few visitor centres (eg Reefton) provide field centre services for DOC on contract.
Others such as Stratford i‐SITE provide a contracted AA agency service.
Tourism New Zealand (TNZ) is a government funded Crown Entity responsible primarily for
promoting New Zealand to overseas visitors. TNZ is the prime funder of i‐SITE NZ providing the
executive staff and appointing three of the six‐person board including the chair. TNZ cut back its
core funding and reduced administrative support in 2011 but has since stepped up its support again
with the new i‐SITE NZ strategic plan.
The value of being an iSITE
The costs of membership include the cash membership fee, investment in branding signage,
complying with opening hours requirements and maintaining qualified staff.
There are several benefits received by visitor centres with i‐SITE status. These include:


i‐SITE network brand and member promotion including print media (eg Arrival Magazine),
on‐line and referrals amongst the members. Each i‐SITE promotes a map brochure showing
the rest of the network for visitors moving through the country.



Nationwide information and booking services provided by all i‐SITEs so there is reciprocated
benefit across the network.



Profiling of i‐SITEs above other visitor centres in the TNZ consumer web site
NewZealand.com and many of the independent travel web sites and printed publications
including AA, Jasons and Lonely Planet.



Access to subsidised training towards recognised ATTTO qualifications.



Formal quality programmes through Qualmark assessments and mystery shopping.
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Access to the IBIS booking system networked through the majority of i‐SITEs with a national
database.



Use of an Extranet for internal network discussion forums, business policy and procedure
resources.



Regional and national meetings and conferences to share knowledge and experience and
collectively address common strategic and operational issues.



Access to remuneration and business statistics benchmarking data.

In 2012, the board developed a new i‐SITE NZ Strategic Plan 2013‐2016, the summary of which is
included as an appendix. Key initiatives in the strategy of relevance to Kāpiti are:


A significant increase in promotion of the i‐SITE brand, on‐line, in print media, at gateway
airports and offshore consumer and travel trade shows.



Improving the i‐SITE profile and content within NewZealand.com.



Emphasising images of i‐SITE people and the benefit of local expert advice in marketing
programmes.



Enhancing the printed i‐SITE network locations map with free WiFi sites, QR codes and a
Mandarin version, supported by a China welcome brochure.



Active integration of i‐SITE contact and location data to APP providers and web sites such as
Rankers.co.nz, STQRY, iTravelNZ.



A review of the i‐SITE criteria with consideration of relaxing requirements for opening hours
where there is evidence of low demand, to allow some i‐SITEs to reduce operating costs.



A stated structural preference for i‐SITEs to be operated by their RTO and recognising this is
not feasible in some areas, a requirement for a formal agreement between the RTO and i‐
SITE/s.
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The above activity should significantly improve the value of i‐SITE membership and brand use.

DOC Visitor Centre Developments
DOC is currently reviewing its visitor centre network and upgrading its booking systems and retail
merchandising. A decision‐making framework is being developed to strategically manage the finite
funding available for DOC’s Visitor Centre upgrades. Anecdotal feedback suggests that a one‐stop
centre such as Nelson i‐SITE with a significant DOC area within, is far more convenient for visitors
than the current scenarios in Wanaka, Queenstown and Wellington, where visitors have to navigate
to a completely separate centre to fulfil their logical booking and information needs.
DOC recently established a manned enquiry desk at Auckland’s waterfront i‐SITE which has since
experienced a 30% increase in visitors. Both i‐SITE NZ and DOC have indicated a direction to
establish more consistent policies on how DOC information is provided through the i‐SITE network.

Reduction in iSITE centres
The table below shows how some councils are making tough decisions to either close i‐SITEs or cut
back service levels (often reduced opening hours) and pulling out of the i‐SITE network.
When the amalgamated Auckland Council was formed, its Council Controlled Organisation, Auckland
Tourism Events and Economic Development (ATEED) carried out a review which resulted in closure
of five of its i‐SITEs based on low demand levels relative to the draw on rates funding.
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Tourism Bay of Plenty was operating two i‐SITEs, one in Tauranga CBD and the other at the main bus
stop at Mt Maunganui. The Mt Maunganui one was closed in favour of providing a seasonal satellite
i‐SITE service at the cruise passenger terminal. This was complemented by an increase in
information provision by the holiday park operator at the beach‐front.
Mackenzie District Council pulled funding from its marketing and development trust which resulted
in the closure of Tekapo i‐SITE and a modest marketing contract with Christchurch & Canterbury
Tourism. The main street site in Tekapo was subsequently taken over by Tekapo Springs (which is
located away from the highway) to create a more prominent sales office for its operation. Tekapo
Springs also provides a free public information service where local operators must pay an annual fee
to display brochures. They do not do commission bookings because of the administration cost but
allow visitors to use internet terminals to book on‐line or phone operators to book.
In the Coromandel region, the Coromandel town i‐SITE was closed and it is likely two of the
remaining ones will be moved from local promotions society management to management by the
RTO Destination Coromandel. Timaru District Council has recently downgraded Geraldine and
Timaru i‐SITEs. Nelson Tasman Tourism has recently put out a proposal for consultation, to pull back
from operating Golden Bay and Murchison visitor centres and concentrate where the majority of
their customer demand is at Nelson and Motueka i‐SITEs.

Market Trends affecting iSITEs
i‐SITEs overall have seen a decline in visitors and commission bookings over the last three to four
years. Despite managing a reduction in expenditure including employment costs, this has not been
enough to offset the erosion in net revenues. The result has been a deteriorating bottom line,
although the growth in deficit slowed in the 2011 and 2012 financial years.
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New Zealand iSITE user surveys
Tourism New Zealand has conducted several i‐SITE user studies over the last decade using research
companies NFO and TNS. Following are some points relevant to this review.
Awareness of i‐SITEs both pre‐ and post‐arrival had declined leading into 2012.
The most common means of becoming aware of i‐SITEs was travel guide books, then friends, family
and colleagues, followed by Tourism NZ and/or their web site.
There has been an increase in the proportion of i‐SITE visitors who go there just to collect
information and a decrease in those who visited i‐SITEs with the intention to both collect
information and make bookings. Australians were the most likely visitors to be seeking only
information.
The average value of booking transactions has declined. Accommodation is increasingly booked
direct while i‐SITEs’ core value proposition appears to be in selling local attractions and activities
that are not so easily understood on‐line. The accommodation issue is partly due to i‐SITEs not
having good inventory access integrated with their booking systems.


There was little in the way of negative feedback on i‐SITEs but the most remarked upon
dislike related to crowding and cramped spaces;



Of the few who felt service was not consistent, this mainly related to variations in staff
friendliness, levels of information and levels of staff knowledge. This highlights the
importance of staff training and knowledge to reinforce a consistent quality network;



In terms of information that was not available, 27% of users expected “more local
information and / or maps” than they found.



97% (2003) felt it was either “very important” (74%) or “important” (23%) that staff
members are available to talk face to face;



The aspect of service that has the greatest impact on satisfaction was “the information being
exactly what I needed”.



Visitors expect to be able to speak face‐to‐face with i‐SITE staff. Those surveyed said they
considered this important to meeting their needs, particularly when language was a barrier.

TNZ’s Visitor Experience Monitor is carried out annually and looks at international visitor satisfaction
with a range of destination service factors. In the most recent (2012) monitor, i‐SITEs rated 8.7 out
of 10, up from 8.6 and above the rating for food, accommodation and internal transport. China (9.2)
and UK visitors (9.0) had the highest satisfaction ratings for i‐SITEs while Koreans had the lowest
(8.4). Use of i‐SITEs has dropped since 2010 for all markets except China.
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Use of i-SITEs has been declining

Usage of i-SITEs (% International Visitors to New Zealand)
(1)

2010/11
2011/12 (2)

2009/10

Used an i-SITE

Used an i-SITE by Country

Used an i-SITE by Age

76% 77%

57% 56%
56%

55%
45%
44%

39%

41%

36%

33%

33%
29%

Total

Australia

Notes: 1. Sample size n = 4,516;
2. Sample size n = 4,566

27%

UK

USA

52%

Germany

30%

China

31%

Japan

Korea

39%

38%

32%

37%

33%

18 to 34 years old

Significantly higher than a year ago
Significantly lower than a year ago

35 to 54 years old

Over 55 years old

Tourism New Zealand | 38

The most important aspects of i‐SITE service were “knowledgeable staff” and “How well the staff
meet your needs”.
i‐SITEs were still the 3rd most used source of information (30% of visitors) once in New Zealand after
Travel Guides and staff at accommodation. This highlights the continuing importance of i‐SITEs but
also the strategic importance of ensuring accommodation staff have up to date destination
information.
Smartphone Apps were still low on the list at only 3% of visitors but this is likely to increase rapidly
as the quality and availability of Apps improves. Internationally, there are now numerous “push‐
APPs” where visitors are automatically invited to download a visitor APP when they switch on their
smartphone in a new destination.
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Use of Technology
Unsurprisingly, use of new forms of technology continued to increase in 2011/2012,
particularly Wi-Fi, Smart Phones and mobile phones.
Usage of Technology in New Zealand (% International Visitors to New Zealand 2011/12)(1)

47%

44%

44%
28%

24%

23%
7%

Wi-fi internet
locations

2010/11(2)
34%

2%

A mobile
Gaming
Own mobile Own laptop or Blackberry, Internet cafes Own mobile
phone
console with
phone set to
iPad
iPhone or
phone with a
purchased in Wi-fi capacity
global roaming
another smart
SIM card
phone
purchased in New Zealand
NZ
51%

37%

17%

Notes: 1. Sample size n = 4,232;
2. Sample size n = 1,839

28%

16%

6%

2%

Significantly higher than a year ago
Significantly lower than a year ago

5%

8%

Other

None of these

6%

11%

Tourism New Zealand | 28

Internet cafe use is becoming less popular as tablets and smartphone use increases at free WiFi
locations. Many i‐SITEs still provide a few desktop internet stations but the market is flat or
declining. i‐SITE staff report that many overseas visitors are aware that public libraries generally
provide internet access and increasingly WiFi. They therefore actively seek libraries out.
WiFi presents a double‐edged sword. Some i‐SITEs simply see it as a threat that will result in an
increase in by‐passed bookings, including visitors tying up staff for advice and then booking on their
mobile device over the WiFi network. The majority see it as an opportunity to attract more visitors
by promoting free WiFi. i‐SITE NZ is supporting this including highlighting i‐SITEs with free WiFi on its
official map. Already the network has increased from 21% in February 2013 to 30% of i‐SITEs
offering free WiFi in May 2013.
Mobile devices reducing centre users
In addition to the bookings issue, Mobile and GPS technology enables visitors to answer many basic
navigation and information queries themselves rather than asking at an i‐SITE. One survey showed a
decline in i‐SITE visitors collecting maps from 75% in 2009 to 61% in 2011. This new information
channel is good for visitors but it reduces the potential numbers through the i‐SITE door. Therefore
i‐SITEs need to be prominent in this mobile and mapping media to remind visitors of the additional
services they can provide.
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Direct web bookings bypassing iSITEs
As booking systems have improved and become more practical for smaller operators, more visitors
book direct with the operator or through booking portals such as Wotif. At the same time, the
plethora of web information has become increasingly baffling for many visitors, so personal service
is appreciated. Some even come into i‐SITEs to ask if the place they have already booked on‐line is
OK. i‐SITEs that can access live inventory and deliver it to consumers will remain competitive,
especially when backed up by the value of personal advice, which most on‐line booking sites can’t
provide.
Growing Silver Market
Globally the baby‐boomer or silver market represents a massive bulge in the population distribution
curve. Whilst older folk are also increasingly adopting mobile devices, their uptake is slower than
the younger backpacker market and they will continue to place a high value on traditional face to
face help as long as there is not a language barrier. This sector is much more adventurous and
independent in their travel style than the same age group was a decade ago.
Growth in FITs including new markets as they mature
Many of NZ’s emerging markets such as Malaysia, India and Indonesia have significant proportions of
FIT visitors who will use i‐SITEs. The TIANZ brief on the Indian market notes that Indian FITs ask lots
of questions and want several options to choose from. They also expect facilities to be open after
5PM so this will be a practical consideration for i‐SITEs in key centres. i‐SITEs need to prepare to
handle the cultural needs of these markets including detailed knowledge of dining options. China is
not important for Kāpiti at present but if NZ’s growth projections are realised, the increasing number
of Chinese FITs will come through Kāpiti. South America will also generate new demand for i‐SITE
services once direct air capacity increases.
Cycle Trail Demand
Based on experience in Central Otago, both domestic and international cycle trail visitors will be
significant i‐SITE users. Ranfurly i‐SITE is primarily justified by Otago Central Rail Trail users. The i‐
SITE network can position itself as a primary source of knowledge and booking assistance for all of
the developing cycle trails. Whilst Kāpiti is not on any of the current official NZ cycle trails, there are
significant local cycle and walking trails evolving, creating opportunities for local product
development.
Weakened industry demand for inSITE advertising
Many operators are benefiting from increased direct web bookings and at the same time the
tourism market is tough. This will potentially restrict their budgets for investment in brochure
display and other paid promotional opportunities in i‐SITEs. i‐SITEs therefore need to improve the
value proposition offering cost effective promotion, using new innovative digital and print
technology.
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Booking Centre Competition
i‐SITEs are facing increasing competition for the FIT traveller dollar from the likes of major
backpackers aggressively promoting bookings of other product at their reception desks. In busy
tourist destinations such as Queenstown and Paihia, local tour operator booking desks present
themselves as visitor information centres to attract new custom.
Changing staff experience and skillset requirements
The skill‐set required over the next 10 years is different to the last 10 years which tended to rely on
people who simply responded passively to information requests. i‐SITE staff will increasingly need
excellent sales skills and ability to use fast changing desktop and mobile systems and social media
tools. This has to be balanced with maturity, the ability to engage with people of various cultures
and superior local knowledge.
Visit Scotland information needs research
VisitScotland commissioned research 1 on consumer information needs for trips to Scotland. The
findings covered various categories of information required at different trip stages. Some important
conclusions related to the importance of quality staff. Visitors’ practical requirements are
underpinned by emotional needs which are best met and exceeded by personal interaction and
understanding. This is the area where visitor centres can really make a difference and deliver
beyond visitor expectations.
Visitors require a different balance of inspiration and information at each trip stage. Pre‐trip, with
plenty of planning time an equal balance is required. On arrival, immediate functional needs take
over so the priority is on information. During the trip the balance shifts back to a combination of
both information and inspiration. There was considered to be a partial failure to deliver this
inspiration in visitor centres with static information. Visitors also wanted real recommendations on
where they should go rather than where they could go with insider knowledge giving a real flavour of
the local area.
In New Zealand also, staff are often driven by a policy of impartiality and a real fear of being accused
by operators of favouritism if they are found to make a personal recommendation. Where this
results in staff saying they cannot make personal recommendations, it can disappoint the customer.
Being able to provide personal insight to visitors and remain fair for local operators requires good
staff mentoring and experience.

1

VisitScotland Research (Progressive 2005)
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Trends in visitor centre developments
This section covers Visitor Interpretation Centres, lead practice interior design elements, co‐
locations with other facilities and some of the higher profile overseas examples.
Visitor interpretation centres
The term visitor centre is used for facilities ranging from small volunteer run brochure offices
through to purpose‐built major visitor interpretation centres for a region, park or theme, costing
multi‐millions of dollars. Examples of non i‐SITE visitor interpretation centres include the AJ Hacket
Bungy centre at Kawarau Gorge, DOC’s Mt Cook National Park Visitor Centre, Zealandia and the new
Waitomo Caves Visitor Centre 2 . The latter was developed by THL and DOC in partnership with
Ruapuha‐Uekaha Hapu Trust and won a New Zealand Architecture Medal several NZ Wood Timber
Design Awards. Zealandia’s interactive Visitor Centre involved weta digital in its design, cost $17m
with a $10m interest free loan from Wellington City Council and commands an entry fee. These are
all highly impressive facilities which influence the customer expectation of the term “visitor centre”
as visitors travel the country. The multi‐million dollar Waihi Gold Centre heritage attraction is
currently under development and will integrate an i‐SITE.
Satellite or “PopUp” iSITEs
For several years, i‐SITEs and RTOs have experimented with providing temporary information centre
services for major events, ranging from branded caravans to a temporary stall with banner displays
and internet connected booking systems. There have also been official “Satellite” i‐SITEs at places
like major shopping destination centres (eg Westfields in Hutt City). For the costs involved, few of
these were considered successful.
This concept has now become more refined and much easier to
implement with mobile technology. Positively Wellington Tourism uses
a satellite i‐SITE to target cruise ship visitors in the Lambton Quarter. It
is an increasing trend globally where all that is required is a prominently
branded single person stand and a WiFi connected devices as shown in
this Birmingham example. Other innovations include uniformed
Romanian information staff on branded Segway scooters roving key
visitor precincts.
Volunteer and Ambassador Programmes
i‐SITE NZ has formal training programmes for volunteer staff. Although several i‐SITEs use
volunteers, with the increased need to be tech savvy, the mainly older segment of the community
with time to volunteer are increasingly challenged. Use of volunteers in NZ i‐SITEs has declined
significantly over the last two decades as i‐SITE NZ has stepped up quality training requirements.
Volunteers are still prominent across Australian visitor centres but in all places where volunteers are
used there tends to be separation of centre space for basic free information needs by volunteers,
and itinerary and booking services operated by professional staff. There is also reasonable funding
required to support the recruitment, training, rostering and ongoing motivation of volunteers.
2

www.waitomo.com/waitomo‐caves‐visitor‐centre
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Ambassadors have been used successfully by Melbourne to help visitors throughout the CBD. This
type of programme is critical for many major events and was a key platform for Rugby World Cup
2011. The skills, knowledge and volunteer databases built up through RWC are now a legacy for
ongoing ambassador programmes like the one Positively Wellington Tourism uses for busy cruise
ship days.
Contact centres (backoffice information and bookings)
Several i‐SITEs and RTOs operate phone and email contact services separately from the front counter
space in their visitor centres so staff can focus on consistent remote service without interruption
from the shop floor. Examples include Visit Brighton in the UK and ATEED Tourism in Auckland
which switches calls to its International airport after hours. The advent of Skype, on‐line chat
facilities and improved tourism product databases further opens the opportunity to centralise
operation of contact services and potentially operate them 24 hours to service other time‐zone
markets. In Central Otago, where there are six visitor centres (including four i‐SITEs), the phone
system auto‐diverts to an open centre when one of the quieter centres is closed. Considering the
above models, any Kāpiti i‐SITE could assist with phone enquiries about Coastlands or Otaki outlet
shops provided there was access to an up to date database.

Summary of Lead Practice iSITE design
Several i‐SITEs have been re‐designed or relocated recently. Following is a series of design
components that can help achieve best practice. Most appear obvious and yet many are absent
from our existing i‐SITEs.
Transition space
Provide a clutter‐free area soon after entry to slow down the visitor, allow them to survey the facility
and navigate to the help or items they need.
Identity the basic enquiries that may be dealt with by display and digital tools and use these to
manage flow of visitors.
Map‐centric
Make extensive use of large maps to help orient the visitor in relation to the current location and key
attractions of the region.
Showcase Local Things to Do
Provide engaging visual information and imagery on local attractions and activities. Make displays
interactive (possibly but not necessarily digital). Introduce key local stories but avoid taking the role
of local museum. An exception may be where there are no other museums and an integrated facility
is being developed.
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Iwi partnership to integrate local design and stories
Work with local iwi to include appropriate design elements and stories that represent local Maori
and provide local differentiation. Examples include pou (totem) at the entrances, waharoa, tukutuku
panels and written and AV stories relating to local people and landscapes.
Integration of DOC Visitor Information
Key attractions in most NZ regions include DOC managed parks and
reserves. It is more convenient for visitors to gather this as part of
the local information gathering experience. DOC display,
interpretation and staffed information and booking desks can be
delivered as a service contract or sub‐tenancy. In Auckland and
Wellington’s case, regional parks under council management are also
important.
Avoid high, sterile bank‐type counter set‐ups

Carved figure & Tukutuku
panels, Nelson i‐SITE

Use informal, low level, modular service desks to provide a comfortable, seated setting for booking
and itinerary development with staff. These should be easily re‐arranged according to demands.
Dual computer screens (one facing the customer) help to engage the visitor and showcase products.
Floor walker staff
Consistent with the theme of
avoiding barrier‐counters between
visitors and staff, more i‐SITES
have staff on the floor, proactively
Wellington i‐SITE, with low, informal service counters
channelling visitors to the help
they need at busy times. Using tablets to provide information and bookings independent of the
counter will become common‐place.
Use digital technology to bring information to life
Video screens and complete video walls are becoming more
affordable and can provide wow‐factor but care needs to be
taken to ensure that motivation to be cutting edge doesn’t
override practicality. Some visitor centres have ipads/tablets
on stands, available for customer self service although on
French case study noted the need for significant staff time to
manage this hardware.

Nelson i‐SITE flatscreen presentation

There is increasing use of digital billboards and scrolling billboards to reduce clutter, provide interest
and engagement during queuing, deliver complex messages, eliminate print costs for operators and
augment i‐SITE revenue. The cost of LDC and LED screens has plummeted in the last five years
making this a more affordable option. It has also become less complex to produce and play
advertisements, slide‐shows and videos from a standard PC. Destination Marlborough’s new
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Blenheim i‐SITE uses new software that enables the RTO staff to develop and update its own
content.
QR codes and Near Field Communication (NFC) tags allow a smartphone user to scan or swipe the
element and be linked to on‐line information. These will become increasingly common on centre
welcome signs, to help when a centre is closed and to provide extra information on specific display
areas.
Stand‐up touch screens
Several companies such as www.tourismtouchscreens.com , http://iview.co.nz and
www.touchsub.com offer installation of touch screen information systems. These can help service
visitors outside a centre when it is closed or at high footfall sites that do not warrant a manned i‐
SITE. However, their drawbacks include:


only one person at a time can use them, with perhaps one or two others watching over their
shoulder;



they rely on significant investment by local operators who already have stretched budgets;



they compete against the visitor centres’ and RTO’s other paid industry advertising options;



in most tourism information cases so far, only a small proportion of operators invest,
resulting in poor content for the user, which leads to a low response rate for the advertisers
perpetuating a downward spiral in advertising support and customer use.

Given increasing free public internet and WiFi access points, increasing mobile device use, the
decreasing cost of touchscreen computers, these advertiser funded purpose built kiosks risk
becoming redundant. Exceptions will be where robust kiosks with high quality (Full HD) streaming
imagery are provided with comprehensive and credible content. This content will increasingly reside
in a destination web site that is optimised for delivery over multiple device types.
Foreign language interpretation (& QRPedia)
Anecdotal feedback suggests that with the exception perhaps of French speakers, most of the
European visitors using i‐SITEs have a reasonable grasp of English. Staff are improvising by using
Google Translate on dual screens at the counter. With the shift in balance towards Asian markets,
Mandarin in particular is going to become more of a requirement in i‐SITEs throughout New Zealand
in internal signs, publications and staff language proficiency. QRPedia codes link users to Wikipedia
content in multiple languages. This has been piloted in Monmouth 3 , Wales and has just become
more freely available so that it is likely to be increasingly used in NZ in i‐SITEs, on walking routes and
in museums.
Simple Digital queuing systems in busy centres

3

http://monmouthpedia.wordpress.com/
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Queue management is an issue in busier centres such as Nelson and Wellington i‐SITEs. A numbered
digital queuing system re‐assures visitors they will be helped at the earliest possible opportunity and
allows them to explore the facility without the risk of losing their place. The cost for these systems is
still relatively high ($15,000+) and they are not necessary for lower enquiry i‐SITEs.
Cafe Integration
Integrate a cafe to encourage visitors to spend more time in the facility, to peruse information and
return to book. This is usually best as a sub‐tennancy and can compliment a queuing system.
Regional Taste Centres
Showcase local food & beverage. This may include scheduled opportunities for producers to man
the area and provide tastings. The Blenheim i‐SITE had such a space included in its new centre
opened in 2011.
Other compatible sub‐tennancies
Eg retail or operator booking counters.
Other facilities
Clean toilets are critical, some centres are including WiFi, Luggage Lockers, Pay Showers, lockable
bike stands.
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Integration of Visitor Centres with other Council or community facilities
Several i‐SITEs have been re‐developed or have co‐located with another council or community
facility. These range from public arts and heritage facilities to public libraries. The Westport i‐SITE’s
co‐location with the new‐build Coaltown Museum is one of the most recent examples. Following is
some detail on other examples.
Methven iSITE (Ashburton District Promotions)
Methven i‐SITE was relocated in 2010 to a new stand‐alone Heritage Centre building on council
reserve on SH77 near the two iconic pubs and the main town centre junction.

Methven i‐SITE attached to Heritage Centre

The i‐SITE leases part of an open plan area which also includes a separately contracted cafe. The
connection from the i‐SITE and cafe to the community facilities can be closed off with a pull‐down
barrier. The building has floor to ceiling windows with a lot of natural light to provide town and
mountain views. During 2012, Mt Hutt Ski Area took some counter and display space with the i‐SITE
to provide higher profile retail point‐of‐sale for the business.

Methven i‐SITE to the left & cafe seating to the right, floor to ceiling viewing windows
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New Plymouth iSITE (New Plymouth District Council)
New Plymouth’s i‐SITE was moved to the main foyer area of Puke Ariki when the regional cultural
centre opened around the new millennium. Issues with the original i‐SITE set up were:


a lack of definition of the i‐
SITE service area from the
main facility reception;



background noise issues from
the large open plan foyer;



floor space allocation was
85% retail and 15% i‐SITE.

Puke Ariki, containing New Plymouth i‐SITE

During 2011 the space was altered
with probably the most extensive use
of multi‐media technology of any i‐SITE. The total project cost, excluding in‐house programming and
software development, was in the vicinity of $300,000 including:


a new glass wall sectioning off the i‐SITE from the main foyer;



a 12 x 46” screen video wall in the foyer outside telling the regional story and promoting
museum exhibits.



Increasing visitor information focus and decreasing the retail focus in the floor area;



three touch‐tables similar to those used in New York and Manchester, driven by two high‐
spec’d PCs;



a video wall of nine 40” screens showcasing Mt Taranaki and Egmont National Park walks,
with a video splitter device which reverts to individual screen images if one of the panels
fails;



a row of five 40” flatscreen TVs above head‐height for commission based operator
advertising;
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New Plymouth i‐SITE, showing touch tables and some of the extensive video wall installations

The touch tables use the destination web site with GoogleMaps and Microsoft Silverlight multi‐
media software. The above costs do not include several months of programming and development
time by New Plymouth District Council staff.
The investment in touch tables is not seen as a means of cutting staff costs as many visitors will not
use the tables effectively unless a staff member helps them. The aim is to establish a new
operational model to get the team out from behind the desk to meet and greet the visitor and
interact over the 'conversation table'. Previously staff would use a hard cover book of
accommodation listings. Now they can bring up the accommodation on the screen, with impressive
photos, mapped location, and written directions. An itinerary can then either be printed,
bluetoothed to phone or emailed. By printing the itinerary or voucher the customer must then go to
the counter to collect it, continuing the engagement with staff.

Levin Information Centre
The Levin i‐SITE was closed down and a new visitor
information space developed within the new Te
Takere public library, set a block back from the
State highway. Like the Kāpiti sites, the usage is
highest amongst locals including booking bus
tickets. The visitors being serviced are primarily
seeking tourism information on areas north and
south of Horowhenua, including Kāpiti attractions.
There is no data available to compare enquiries
before and after the facility shift but staff estimate
about 20 people per day on average over summer‐
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autumn 2013. The AA service centre that was part of the i‐SITE is now also located in the library but
quite separate from the visitor information area. Staff are cross‐trained which helps to provide
flexibility for peak times or staff sickness. The visitor centre manager does some library work and
the library service counter staff can be called on to help the information centre desk if necessary.
The centre provides typical i‐SITE services including bookings on commission and remains open
seven days per week. However, the facility is closed on statutory holidays which does not comply
with i‐SITE criteria. The total Te Takere library development was a $7.5m project but there is no
break‐out of the visitor information centre budget component, or its ongoing operating costs.
Council staff and management are apparently very happy with the facility.
Upper Hutt iSITE
Upper Hutt City’s i‐SITE was located on the main street at the southern end of the shops as a stand‐
alone facility in a rented retail space. It also housed the council’s city promotions office which
operated the i‐SITE. As part of a council restructure, the promotions manager role was
disestablished; a new marketing and communications team established in council and the i‐SITE
contract was tendered. It was secured by
the Expressions Arts & Entertainment Trust
which operates the community facility in
the council owned building and is part
funded by council and community grants.
Upper Hutt i‐SITE in Expressions
The i‐SITE is located in a common foyer
which includes retail and a concession
espresso cafe. In addition to normal i‐SITE
services, it handles ticketing for the
performance theatre. There was no data
available to compare cost efficiencies of the
two operations. However, the change has integrated the facility with the gallery, public pools and
extensive parking, whereas the previous site had limited adjacent parking. The managers are clear
that this i‐SITE’s key role is community information servicing. One success factor is considered to be
the locals who are attracted to the i‐SITE transport ticketing services, who would otherwise not have
been exposed to the wider Expressions facility.
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Overseas visitor centre developments
New York
New York Visitor Centre is globally considered one of the most ground‐breaking in its striking interior
and use of multi‐media information. It has a glass storefront and glowing, angular interior panelling
giving the feel of a modern art gallery. It has several large Interactive Map Tables across which
visitors can move a "You Are Here" disc to explore a interactive map of the five boroughs. Categories
of interest such as "Museums & Galleries" or "Dining" can be selected and flags pop up all over the
map with relevant matches. Favourites are saved to the disc which can be placed on a Disc Reader
for the Video Wall, providing a virtual flyover of a detailed three‐dimensional Google Earth City map
highlighting the chosen spots. The itinerary can be sent to a cell phone, email address or printer
station. The video wall also cycles destination photos and video advice from local experts and
celebrities. Apparently some aspects of the technology were not intuitive for visitors to use and has
since been removed. http://www.gesturetek.com/illuminate/businesscases/nyc‐visitors‐center.php
Twisiter Centre – Portland
The Portland Oregon Visitors & Convention Bureau has been a leader in developing the concept of a
virtual visitor centre. Titled “Twisiter Centre” it entails use of social media to engage visitors and
respond to their on‐line enquiries. This allows other visitors to provide their recommendations. It
also engages the local community so that enquiries can be answered by local experts who do not
necessarily work for the organisation.
Australia
Melbourne’s is considered one of Australia’s most impressive visitor information centres.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Obsgx43Jrc)
It was developed underground in 2003 within the
prominent Federal Square development. It
includes several themed areas for Melbourne and
Regional Victoria, each with large backlit maps and
comfortable bench seating. There is dedicated
area for public transport options, a central island of
Federal Square complex, Melbourne Visitor Centre
service counters and a large retail space. Many of
the touchscreen facilities that were initially
installed were since removed as they did not function effectively.
Tourism Queensland has produced a paper on Visitor Information Centre Case Studies
(tq.com.au/vics). Among many other initiatives which mirror examples covered elsewhere in this
report, most of the case studies feature a strong focus on recruiting and training volunteers with
some centres drawing on pools of over 80. Gladstone VIC is highly engaged in facilitating free tours
of local industrial facilities such as refineries, smelters and power stations for visitors. It operates
familiarisation tours for potential and relocating new residents, to showcase the city and its key
community assets such as schools, hospitals and leisure facilities to potential employees.
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French Visitor Centre Case Studies
There are several more recent examples of use of digital technology to enhance visitor centres in
France covered in this slideshare presentation 4 from French consultant Jean‐Luc Boulin. He notes
that only 1/10 visitors to France use Tourist Information Centres. Of those that do, 80% of enquires
are simple and basic while 20% are more complex and can generate a sale. He talks about engaging
use of digital visual tools to manage flow of visitors and deal with the simple enquiries (such as
weather and tide times) that do not require staff.
England
Manchester city invested over £800,000 in its new visitor centre using similar touch table technology
to New York. On opening, this was the first in Europe to use the Microsoft Surface table technology.
The centre also strongly features branded Manchester merchandise.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gb6srekjix4
In England, with the axing of central government tourism funding provided to RTOs via Regional
Development Agencies there has been significant pressure on Tourist Information Centre funding.
This has led to a number of rationalisations and several regions establishing partnerships with
private sector businesses to display official materials and provide free visitor information.
Visit England commissioned a paper on alternative delivery models for visitor information
considering various partnerships and structural models for operating visitor centres. They largely
reflect the situation in New Zealand although there does appear to be more volunteer use in some
centres. One interesting model was Bicester Village, a luxury outlet shopping village just off the M40
in Oxfordshire. This is run by Value Retail which owns nine such villages across Europe and has a
strong overseas as well as domestic visitor market. The visitor information centre had been run by
the RTO with council funding and additional support from Value Retail (prime rent‐free site and
marketing expertise).
A review resulted in the decision to transfer the management of the service to Value Retail,
operating under a Service Level Agreement and the amount of council funding is set to reduce
annually. Value Retail sees benefits in the footfall at the visitor centre, the ability to support their
shopping concierge service, the customer intelligence gained and their control over quality of the
service provided. The council is pleased with the cost saving achieved with the only concerns being
maintaining profile of smaller local operators when Value Retail more naturally associates with
larger out‐of‐district tourism operators.

4

http://fr.slideshare.net/jlbmonsegur/going‐full‐digital‐in‐tourist‐information‐center?goback=%2Egde_152645_member_216958329
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Kāpiti Visitor Information Network Operational characteristics
This section of the report outlines the status and characteristics of the current Kāpiti visitor
information network 5 , focusing on the two i‐SITEs at Otaki and Paraparaumu.
The Waikanae Community information centre is currently located in a small enclosed room within
the Waikanae library with a part time coordinator and a pool of +‐15 volunteers. The demand has
eased over the last year but has generally ranged between 2000 and 3000 in‐person and phone
enquiries per annum. The centre has no computer or internet connection, relying on a card
information system and brochure/map supplies. Any intercity enquiries are provided a Wellington
phone number for bookings and if they do not have a credit card for phone bookings they can pick
up their tickets from the local post office paying by cash or EFTPOS. The majority of enquiries are
locals seeking club, event and local business information and locals who are looking for things to do
with friends and family coming to stay. However, there have been a small number of visits from
people using the new train service to Waikanae, including independent cruise ship visitors. KCDC
provides $2000 per annum to fund the honorarium for the coordinator who organises the volunteers
and liaises with the i‐SITEs to maintain publication stocks.
Including the contract for operation, rental for the Paraparaumu i‐SITE and forgone rental on the
Otaki i‐SITE building, the total ratepayer investment in the two i‐SITEs is in the order of $250,000 per
annum. This does not include any investment in signs, street maps, brochures, web sites or the cost
of the council staff responsible for managing the contract.

Centre Presentation
It would be unfair to criticise the Kāpiti i‐SITEs by directly comparing them with many of the lead
practice concepts and cases presented earlier in this report. In reality many of New Zealand’s and
Australia’s visitor centres, especially those in small rural or satellite towns, are lacking in their
interior visual presentation and engagement. With limited to non‐existent design and fitout
budgets, many tend to go little further than providing racked brochures, a counter, an inconsistent
set of attraction images, small maps and perhaps some souvenir retail.
Both Kāpiti i‐SITEs are functional as basic information reception services providing display of
brochures. The Otaki building is a heritage courthouse building with small rooms and the original
dock still in place. It therefore has a relatively dark and cramped interior feel and there is little room
for engaging visual displays. The cartoon‐style sign on the entrance ramp provides a dated feel that
is incongruous with both the building’s significant heritage and the more modern outlet shop
phenomenon that has evolved in Otaki.
Paraparaumu i‐SITE, having been set up in a new site more recently, is more spacious with better
lighting. It is a big improvement in terms of space and staff comfort, compared with the previous
kiosk site in the Coastlands front car park. The main building entrance also leads to other facilities so
some customers enter asking if they are at the bank. Customers are confronted with a high counter
although part of it is set lower for seated access. There are a few images such as Kāpiti Island, some
5

http://www.kcdc.govt.nz/Our‐District/Visiting‐Kāpiti/Visitor‐Centres
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internet stations and video screen but the centre does not visually showcase Kāpiti stories, maps or
visitor experiences very well.

Hours of operation and staffing
The two i‐SITEs are open 7 days a week:


Monday‐Friday 9‐5



Saturday 10‐3



Sundays and public holidays 10‐2.

Staffing
The Kāpiti i‐SITEs are fully compliant with i‐SITE staff training and minimum qualification
requirements. The staffing levels in the Kāpiti i‐SITEs are tight and could not be cut back any more
without significantly reducing opening hours. Each i‐SITE has a full time supervisor backed up by
some part time staff. The centres are often staffed by just one person at any one time to keep costs
down and in line with the low visitor numbers. This does pose some health and safety risk with cash
being handled and there was an incident at Otaki recently. Many i‐SITEs require there to be more
than one staff member at all times for this reason.
Staffing costs are one of the biggest expense items for any visitor centre, so increasing opening
hours or staffing levels has a significant impact on the bottom line. With 10% commission levels and
the low volume of bookings, the i‐SITEs do not currently earn enough commission to cover one staff
member. To cover each new full time staff member the centres would have to turn over an
additional $300,000‐$400,000 in bookings revenue.

Customer Enquiries
The Otaki and Paraparaumu i‐SITEs together handled just over 24,000 enquiries in the year ended
June 2012, down 9% from 2010. Both i‐SITEs saw a decrease as illustrated in the bar graph below.
Enquiry numbers are not available for current June 2013 financial year but the managers believe the
flat‐to‐downward trend has continued. However, Otaki i‐SITE has picked up some business (mostly
bus bookings) since the Levin i‐SITE closed.
Background data gathered during a Strategic Review of Tourism in Kāpiti & Horowhenua Districts
(TRC, 2003) noted that both Paraparaumu and Otaki i‐SITEs were handling around 20,000 enquiries
each on similar staffing levels. This suggests that demand has dropped by 40% over the last decade.
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Coastlands reports it has annual pedestrian count of 3.7M in the mall area so Paraparaumu i‐SITE’s
enquiries represent 0.036% of this market pool.

Seasonality
The peak period for the i‐SITEs is December to March. Both centres have fairly consistent local
enquiry levels throughout the year. Domestic enquiries increase more through the summer peak
and international enquiries have an even more noticeable seasonal pattern. There is no particular
peak and trough pattern across the days of the week for visitors to the district.

The local community
Local residents are the main group of Kāpiti i‐SITEs users with Paraparaumu at 63% local and Otaki
slightly lower at 52% in the June 2012 year.
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Centre staff report a high proportion of these local users are booking trips out of the district,
especially Intercity buses and Interislander ferries. Intercity has reduced its prices recently and with
the Overlander rail service increasing in cost, bus sales through all i‐SITEs have increased. Providing
this service to book product for other regions is considered a necessary part of delivering a
nationwide i‐SITE network. The principle is that benefit is reciprocated by other region i‐SITEs
helping their customers with information and booking product for Kāpiti.
Although Intercity and ferry tickets are quite easy to book on‐line there remains a sector of the
population who are not internet‐confident or may not have credit or debit cards for on‐line
transactions. They therefore value the i‐SITE providing this service. Otaki sees a surge in these users
on the weekday when benefits are paid out. With Kāpiti District having a higher than average
proportion of the population in the older age bracket, the demand for this service is relatively higher
than many other regions. There is often an increase in business leading up to school holidays with
grandparents booking travel north to look after grandchildren. Other examples of typical
community use include:


Information on walkways, cycleways and local events.



Event ticketing, especially for new events which are not established with the main event on‐
line ticketing agencies, eg a recent RNZAF Band performance.



Some information on council services such as refuse stations, more so on weekends when
council reception or service centres are not open.



Otaki i‐SITE receives courier parcels on behalf of residents in places like Otaki Forks where
couriers do not deliver.
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Although it would be detrimental for parts of the community to lose some of the above services, the
question arises as to whether council should use rates to underwrite the cost of these services and
whether it could be provided by a mix of other private businesses (eg. bus ticketing) or other
information services (eg. council or library receptions).
Another aspect of community value of the i‐SITEs is the less tangible sense of community pride that
arises from having an information centre to showcase what the area has to offer. In Otaki’s case the
restoration of the heritage courthouse may not have been as achievable without the notion of it
being utilised as a visitor centre. Even though this may not produce much in the way of external
district promotion or increased visitor spend, it is likely to be important to some of the community.
The i‐SITEs used to play an important role in selling Kāpiti Island trips but under the new permit
system implemented in February 2013, they must now refer customers directly to the trip operators
who are often difficult to contact. i‐SITEs are however likely to regain the ability to book and take
money for complete Kāpiti Island trips with DOC’s proposed new on‐line booking system in 2013/14.

Domestic Visitors
Domestic visitors from outside the local district represent 14% of Paraparaumu i‐SITE’s enquiries
with Otaki at a higher 25%. This probably reflects Otaki’s location right on the highway and the
demand for information about shops both in person and by phone. Staff note that it is common to
see males filling in time while their partners or families wander Otaki’s shops. Because Coastlands
has its own information desk, shop‐location enquiries are not important at Paraparaumu i‐SITE.
Around half of domestic visitors are making “General Enquiries” or asking for “Maps and Directions”.
Around ¼ of the enquiries are for Regional attractions which includes Wellington. Only a small
proportion of domestic visitors are using the i‐SITEs to book travel or find out about events.

International Visitors
Both i‐SITEs have around 23% international enquiries (3,100 for Paraparaumu and 2,443 for Otaki).
They are primarily from NZ’s traditional “Western” markets with Europe, UK and North America in
that order. Australia is the next highest segment (8% for Paraparaumu), which is low compared with
the share of local tourism spend by Australians. This is likely to be because Australians feel more
confident finding their own information and many of Kāpiti’s Australian visitors are VFR so they gain
their local knowledge from their friends or relatives. There was a slightly higher share of Australian
enquiries in Otaki with 14% for 2012 and 18% for 2011 (year ended June). Paraparaumu had a
higher share of Asian enquiries (13%) than Otaki, which is probably related to the international
student concentration at Paraparaumu. Year ended June 2012 appeared to be boosted somewhat
by Rugby World Cup 2011 visitors. i‐SITE staff mention the following as common international
enquiry types:


How do we get to the beach?



Freedom camping information and other budget accommodation.



Onward travel from the district.
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Customer feedback
The i‐SITEs are independently assessed by Qualmark. i‐SITE NZ also conducts mystery shopper visits
with written reports as part of its membership. These are one‐off snapshots that can be influenced
by how busy a centre is and the individual staff member serving at the time of the visit.
However, there is no formal customer surveying at or around the visitor centres themselves to
provide ongoing quantifiable measures of customer satisfaction. In future, sites such as TripAdvisor
Rankers and PureNZ.com are likely to include useful customer feedback which will need to be
monitored closely and responded to by visitor centres.
Rankers had one review 6 of Paraparaumu i‐SITE with no written comments and a rating of 8/10
while Otaki was not reviewed at all.

The local and regional tourism business (operator sector).
i‐SITEs are an important source of industry information and advice for start‐up tourism businesses
and depending on the type of business, i‐SITEs can be an important promotion and sales channel.
The Kāpiti i‐SITEs currently only sell a small volume of local product as many visitors will have made
arrangements prior to arriving in the district. They are selling Wellington city accommodation to
visitors passing south to catch the ferry. With this in mind, other i‐SITEs outside the district

6

https://www.rankers.co.nz/experiences/6117‐Paraparaumu_i_SITE_Visitor_Centre
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(particularly Wellington and potentially Taupo‐north) may be more strategically important for many
local businesses to influence visitor decision making.
The i‐SITE supervisors try to maintain steady contact with local tourism operator businesses with an
open door policy and a “Friday‐Flash” email newsletter. With the commonly used IBIS booking and
retail system being discontinued, a database of local supplier information is maintained in
spreadsheet format and within the VEND (cloud‐based) retail point‐of‐sale system.
With the cessation of operation of Nature Coast Enterpise and its paid membership model, local
operators can now display their brochures in the i‐SITEs for free. Operators from outside Kāpiti have
to pay to display their brochures but relatively few operators are doing so at this stage. Because of
the low enquiry levels below 14,000 per annum, operators will be more interested in paying to
display where there is higher exposure.
Since The Kāpiti Company took over the contract to operate the i‐SITEs an initiative to promote and
support the weddings sector has been implemented. This has involved working more closely with
accommodation operators to manage bookings and has helped to strengthen the relationship
between the i‐SITEs and local tourism operators. The i‐SITES have had a close relationship with the
three Kāpiti Island trip operators but the new booking system mentioned above has been disruptive.
The following themes came through from the discussions that were held with operators:


There were no negative comments on the way the i‐SITEs operate, although there is
apparently some resistance to the industry standard 10% commission taken on bookings.
This issue pops up in every region where some operators do not understand the time and
administration cost in making bookings.



Operators do not appear to place a high level of importance on the visitor centres as a
source or promotion or direct business.



There is limited support for the current level of investment across two i‐SITEs, and a desire
to see other forms of promotion and information dissemination improved.



There is significant concern about the current Paraparaumu i‐SITE location.



Some of the attractions operators such as Nga Manu and Southwards would appreciate
more provision of visitor maps and brochures to help visitors at their sites and would like to
see this delivered as a consistent network initiative. This would assist with cross promotion
and referral by all operators.



The potential for improved Kāpiti food and retail offerings was raised, using a consignment
model to limit the need for up‐front cash investment by the i‐SITEs. This was seen as
product showcasing as much as a retail sales opportunity.
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Role as a Gateway
Based on the types of enquiries being logged, the two Kāpiti i‐SITEs do play somewhat of a role as
gateway information and booking centres for visitors on their way into the Wellington region.
Likewise other i‐SITEs in the region are providing information on Kāpiti. However, there is little
evidence to suggest that the Kāpiti i‐SITEs are particularly influential on what visitors do in the
greater region and the total number of enquiries handled is small relative to total visitors.
i‐SITEs and other sources of information accessed pre‐trip and while travelling through the upper
North Island are more likely to influence the structure of a visitor’s itinerary through the Lower
North Island. This makes Auckland, Rotorua and Taupo key potential touch‐points where Kāpiti and
Wellington information needs to be prominent. It is significant that there are no i‐SITEs between
Taupo and Kāpiti on SH1. As the i‐SITE brand and mapped locations become better promoted by
TNZ and i‐SITE NZ, the opportunity for a strategic gateway centre in the Kāpiti area becomes a real
consideration. From the perspective of promoting Wellington, Positively Wellington Tourism does
not see value in having two Kāpiti i‐SITEs. To live up to a gateway title, any future i‐SITE would have
to do an impressive job of showcasing and telling the story of Kāpiti district and introducing what is
on offer in the rest of the Wellington region. Neither i‐SITE does this job very well at present.

Digital information provision
This review is focused primarily on information provision once visitors are at or near Kāpiti and less
on external destination promotion to encourage visitors to come. The first decade of internet
tourism activity focused on destination sites to motivate visits and help people pre‐plan their trips.
Once they were in destination, little internet research would take place. With the evolution of
mobile web and geo‐location technology, digital information provision has become a key component
of in‐destination research and decision‐making.
Kāpiti’s digital presence is currently limited. A Google search for Kāpiti brings up some very dated
private web sites, The Kāpiti Company web site and the KCDC site which has some useful visitor
content amongst more mundane council content. The Nature Coast web site (which had around
1700 unique users per month in 2012) has been shut down and The Kāpiti Company has just
launched a fledgling site with content on events listings and some retail. This was not a requirement
of the Kāpiti Company’s contract. The Kāpiti Coast Facebook page has 4600 likes but a low level of
engagement (17 in total with 1‐3 likes or shares for most of the postings). A separate Facebook page
for the Paraparaumu and Otaki i‐SITEs has 19 likes.
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Social media has become important not just for destination marketers and information centres to
disseminate information, but increasingly for visitors to share their own images and insights, thereby
promoting the destination externally while they are here.
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Facebook remains the most commonly used social media tool when sharing New Zealand
holiday experiences with others and compared to a year ago its use levels have
significantly increased
Website Used to Share New Zealand Holiday Experience (% International Visitors to New Zealand, 2011/12)(1)(2)

Other includes:
 Tumblr
 Blogger
 Google+
 QQ– Chinese social media website

96%

46%

Visitors who talked
or wrote positively
of New Zealand

Facebook

44%

10%

5%

3%

3%

2%

1%

Tripadviser

Picasa

Twitter

Youtube

Flickr

5%

Other

I didn’t use any
website

2010/11

41%

4%

3%

2%

2%

7%

49%

Australia

39%

5%

2%

2%

1%

1%

8%

52%

UK

44%

8%

2%

3%

1%

2%

7%

47%

USA

42%

6%

4%

2%

2%

1%

11%

48%

Germany

48%

3%

5%

0%

1%

2%

12%

47%
40%

China

N/A

3%

2%

3%

4%

1%

21%

Japan

34%

1%

1%

10%

1%

0%

5%

54%

Korea

39%

1%

0%

3%

3%

0%

16%

47%

Notes: 1. Sample size n = 3,840, sample size is those who answered yes or no to whether
they talked positively about New Zealand to others;
2. Multiple response question;

Significantly higher than other countries / a year ago

Tourism New Zealand | 30

Significantly lower than other countries / a year ago

Tripadvisor, which is also highly integrated with Facebook, is currently and likely to remain the most
important global customer review travel web site. “Kāpiti Coast” brings up 17 accommodation
operators, 43 dining establishments and 11 attractions. There is a lot of positive review content but
there is potential to increase representation by Kāpiti operators in these media. As the Chinese
market becomes more important for the Wellington region Weibo.com will be another key social
media platform for Kāpiti.
Positively Wellington Tourism has by far the most visited destination web site for the region and has
a good number of Kāpiti businesses in its free searchable database including 77 Accommodation
operators, 114 dining options (sourced from MenuMania) and 29 sights and activities. However,
because Kāpiti has remained outside a formal joint initiative with PWT the district does not feature
without some navigational effort. This is proposed to change with a new partnership with PWT who
are in the process of renewing their web site.
Another important web information source is Tourism NZ’s 100% Pure NZ site. This currently only
produces 82 “results” for Kāpiti, 52 of which are simply articles or features with only 20
accommodation operators and 4 “activities and tours”. Given it is free to list on this site there
should be a lot more Kāpiti content which is increasingly becoming a source for syndicated content
to various mobile applications and other global travel web sites.
Whether KCDC decides to progress its destination web development through PWT or a standalone
Kāpiti site, consideration needs to be given to the following:
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Which site will receive the greatest exposure to our target audience?



Can we run our own promotions directing people to a Kāpiti landing page?



Will the content be optimised for mobile devices?



Do we have acceptable control over brand and imagery?

It is likely that an organisation like PWT will be in a strong position to keep its site up to date with
leading edge mapping and mobile technology. It may be less affordable for Kāpiti to achieve this
with a stand‐alone site.
Independent of its chosen web content provider, Kāpiti could better exploit some emerging mobile
technology such as http://mytoursapp.com/ to develop self‐guided and interpreted tours of the
district.

Signage and Physical Visitor Information Provision beyond the iSITEs
Any comprehensive visitor information and wayfinding strategy needs to consider tourism signage
and maps or information panels at strategic locations. This is particularly important for Kāpiti as
much of its visitor market such as Wellingtonians and VFR international visitors are less likely to seek
out an i‐SITE. There is a reasonable compliment of the NZ Transport Agency approved, brown and
white tourism signage with the recent signs at the SH1‐MacKays interchange a positive example.
More of this type of signage and consideration of officially designated tourist drives on local roads
would improve the visitor experience. Signage is expensive and NZTA does not generally fund
tourism signs unless they are part of a planned renewal project for a highway development.
Therefore the key opportunity is to plan the tourism signage requirements for the expressway well
in advance and try to have them built into the NZTA expressway budgets.
The KCDC district plan contains the policy for signage on local roads. Although tourism signs fit
within the general sign rules the policy does not mention specific tourism signage requirements.
Although a detailed site audit has not been carried out for this review, it is clear there is no
integrated plan to deliver this type of visitor servicing. The district is currently reliant on advertiser‐
paid brochure racks from providers like Jasons in accommodation and attraction reception areas and
a few ad‐hoc maps and notice‐boards. The information racks and large QR code placed at Kāpiti
Airport is an example of what is needed in other sites.
There is a lack of attractive mounted maps that orientate visitors to the key attractions and
connecting routes. KCDC has produced some good publications such as brochures for walkways,
cycleways, beach access, arts trail and heritage trails. These publications come from different parts
of council and some of these are made less intuitive for visitors through lack of site‐mapped
features. There is also a question over proliferation of paper publications and how they complement
an official Kāpiti visitor guide. All of this collateral needs to be considered within an integrated
visitor information plan which includes:


Potential rationalisation of some publications.
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Integration of the new Kāpiti branding.



Installation of visitor information points with feature maps and racks for the district’s key
brochures, plus QR code/NFC tag inclusion for mobile information provision.



Some of the sites that are enclosed can use increasingly affordable multi‐media screens to
provide dynamic information.

DOC information provision in Kāpiti
The Kāpiti i‐SITEs carry limited supplies of DOC brochures and are able to make bookings for hut
passes and great walks. Unlike some other i‐SITEs DOC does not pay for any display or service
provision in the Kāpiti i‐SITEs. Booking fees are charged on top of retail prices for any DOC tickets.
There is limited information showcasing DOC managed recreation opportunities such as the Otaki
Forks area and other Tararua Forest Park access points.
On the Kāpiti Coast mainland, DOC’s presence is limited to the Waikanae Field Centre which has
brochures but the facility is not set up to encourage off the street visitors. A key part of DOC’s
information strategy is to encourage access as much as possible through its web site.
In Wellington Area, DOC is considering whether it could integrate with Wellington i‐SITE and has
been in discussion with Greater Wellington Regional Council about the possibility of a MacKay’s
crossing visitor centre to showcase DOC opportunities and GWRC regional parks. DOC is also part‐
funding a feasibility study with KCDC on a Kāpiti Island Visitor Centre in the vicinity of Paraparaumu
Beach. DOC does not see itself as the visitor centre operator and its stated priority is improving the
quality of island trip departure, biosecurity procedures and telling the story of the Island. However,
consideration is being given to showcasing other Kāpiti Coast opportunities in this facility.

Implications of Local Government Amalgamation
If the Kāpiti District was amalgamated under a Wellington unitary authority, whether it was a one or
two level scenario, the following considerations would need to be taken into account:


If a Wellington region i‐SITE review was undertaken, using similar criteria to the review by
the Auckland regional tourism organisation (ATEED), it is unlikely that two Kāpiti i‐SITEs
would be supported.



From an inbound tourism servicing perspective, Positively Wellington Tourism does not see
logic in the expenditure required for two Kāpiti area i‐SITEs within 20 minutes drive of each
other on State Highway 1.



With public transport and regional parks managed by the one council, this could improve the
prospects of gaining support for an i‐SITE to promote them.



Amalgamation could make it less complex to gain regional support for a genuine regional
gateway i‐SITE in a strategic location in Kāpiti.
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Comparisons with other iSITEs
i‐SITE NZ contracts Deloitte to run an annual Benchmark Survey of member operating statistics. The
i‐SITEs are categorised as Large Tourist, Secondary Tourist, Small Tourist, City Satellite
(Paraparaumu), Provincial City and Rural/Small Town (Otaki).

Average iSITE NZ benchmark figures
In the most recent annual benchmark survey (year Ended June 2012), across all i‐SITEs the average
number of enquiries was 127,026 and only a handful of i‐SITEs operate with a surplus or breakeven.
Those that do tend to be in key tourism destinations where there is demand for high value travel
packages and a significant amount of local experiences that are easy to sell.
Nationally, council funding support averaged $133,000 per i‐SITE centre and the average council
funding amount per visitor a $2.59. For the “City Satellites” category the average was 34,493
enquiries, while the Rural Small Town average was 54,938 enquiries including email and phone. The
lowest City Satellite centre handled just 7,895 enquiries but the lowest Rural Small Town centre
handled 9,946 only slightly less than Otaki. In summary, the demand levels for both Otaki and
Paraparaumu i‐SITE’s are very low in comparison with the wider network.

Selected comparison group
Because there is such a wide range of i‐SITE types included in the overall average, we have obtained
permission to access the individual data for a selection of i‐SITEs that are more comparable to
Paraparaumu and Otaki. They are all on or near state highways, have smaller resident populations
and are not themselves key tourism destinations although they may be en route to key destinations.
The chosen comparison centres were:
City Satellite: (Abbreviated as CS in some of the graphs)


Paraparaumu



Porirua



Hutt City



Upper Hutt City (now changed from council to trust)



Kaiapoi (north of Christchurch on SH 1)

Rural Small Town: (Abbreviated as RST in some of the graphs)


Otaki



Cambridge



Te Kuiti



Stratford
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Note that the data is for YE June 2012 when Paraparaumu and Otaki i‐SITEs were operated by
Nature Coast Enterprise and Upper Hutt i‐SITE was being managed directly by Upper Hutt City
Council.
The “Average Group” figures in the following tables are calculated on the above centres and Kāpiti i‐
SITEs.
It is important to note that the staffing numbers and costs reported for the Kāpiti i‐SITEs in this
survey do not include all of the Human Resource involved in management and back‐end
administration, estimated at an additional $50,000. This was previously within Nature Coast
Enterprise and now sits in the Kāpiti Company. This would affect the results relative to the other
comparison centres in this report.


Only Cambridge and Kaiapoi i‐SITEs reported using volunteers.



Kaiapoi, Upper Hutt and Otaki had very small retail sales turnover at less than $6,000 gross.



All of the centres charged a brochure display fee except Stratford, Porirua and Upper Hutt.
Some like Cambridge had a lower display fee for members or local operators. The Kāpiti i‐
SITE brochure display fees were the highest despite having low visitor numbers.



Cambridge i‐SITE had some quite different characteristics. They rent the town hall out on
behalf of council for a $10,000k management fee plus a 20% commission (around $6,000) on
venue hire fees. Cambridge is also one of the first i‐SITEs using the Tourism Exchange NZ on‐
line booking system to help operators provide live inventory to the i‐SITE for commission
bookings. This is particularly helpful for coordinating accommodation around major events.
They have been able to give major rowing event organisers a Widget which integrated the i‐
SITE’s accommodation inventory so attendees can access, book and pay with no
administration required by the i‐SITE.



The Kāpiti i‐SITEs had the lowest levels of total sales.
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Porirua is the stand‐out in terms of enquiry numbers (78,342). It attracts a high number of passers‐
by from its CBD canopies area location and reported 94% local resident enquiries.
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Cambridge i‐SITE which is operated by an incorporated society, does not pay rent because they are in the council building and
they manage bookings for the town hall.



Te Kuiti i‐SITE is not charged rent for the council building it occupies next to the railway station.
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1.

All the other i‐SITEs in this group also pay some form of rental.
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Otaki’s council funding cost per enquiry handled is well above the rest of the group and the national
average from Rural Small Towns. This figure includes forgone building rental, management and
admin staff time. If these were excluded the figure for Otaki would be $6.53 per enquiry, still well
above its peers. Cambridge and Te Kuiti i‐SITE’s figures would be slightly higher if they payed
premises rental.
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Paraparaumu’s council funding cost per enquiry handled below the highest (Hutt City and Kaiapoi)
but significantly above the lowest and the national City Satellite average. Paraparaumu’s cost in this
graph includes building rental, management and admin staff time. If these were excluded the figure
would still be high at $6.20
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(estimate‐ unconfirmed)
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This chart shows the ratio of enquiries over paid staff hours, an indication of relative work‐load on
staff. Despite their lean staffing levels, Otaki and Paraparaumu are handling low levels of enquiries
for the number of paid staff hours. Only Hutt City and Kaiapoi are lower. Nationally, Rural Small
Town i‐SITEs have a much higher workload (10.6) although some of the busier i‐SITE customers
probably do not get the same level of 1‐1 service and many may just browse.
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Conclusions on the Kāpiti Visitor Information Network
The analysis in this report suggest that:


There are low demand levels for the current i‐SITEs with 24,000 across both centres and
more than half of the demand is from local residents.



There is a significant ratepayer funding requirement which although similar to many other i‐
SITEs, is high relative to the enquiries handled.



The two i‐SITEs within 20 minutes drive, are likely to cannibalise overseas visitors from each
other, whereas if there was one i‐SITE clearly indicated by signage, maps and mobile GPS, a
single i‐SITE could service them. An exception may be southbound visitors seeking
information on the Otaki forks area which could be provided by a community information
centre.



If management and admin staff time are added along with the council cost of Paraparaumu
building rental and forgiven market rental on the Otaki site, each enquiry is costing the
ratepayer around $10.70, much higher than the national average and averages for peer
groups.



Although the internal presentation of the Kāpiti i‐SITEs would be on a par with many i‐SITEs
in smaller NZ and Australian communities, they are well below lead practice and local
stakeholders want to see improvements in quality showcasing of local visitor opportunities
and stories.



The current resources and management spread across two i‐SITEs is not sufficient to
implement significant improvements. One risk example is having only one staff member on
at a time, in a cash‐handling situation. Stepping up staffing and other improvements to the
existing centres would be expensive and would not guarantee an increase in customers.



There are no obvious tangata whenua design elements or representation in either i‐SITE.



There is a need for improved visitor directional signage and this will have to be planned
around the Expressway which significantly impacts navigation to i‐SITEs and key attractions.



There is a lack of a comprehensive visitor guide and attraction map to serve as the key tool
to help visitors at i‐SITEs, other sites in the region and beyond the region. This is still a
requirement despite the increase in digital information access.



There is a need for better, consistently delivered maps and information at several strategic
sites that do not warrant manned information centres.



The services that are in significant demand by the local community (such as booking bus
tickets and local events information) could be provided locally through other arrangements.
Bus and ferry tickets could be handled through a local travel agent and increasingly via
libraries with internet access and minimal staff training.
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Kāpiti has a major issue with lack of comprehensive digital content that is necessary to
support information provision beyond i‐SITEs including traditional on‐line research and
increasing mobile device use in‐destination.

It is confusing for ratepayers to fund the predominantly community use of the i‐SITEs from
economic development or tourism funding which aims to generate increased spend and
employment. If the community places a high value on maintaining a subsidised bus and ferry
ticketing service to help local residents travel outside the district, then this should be funded
from some form of community servicing budget.

Recommendations on Style of Visitor Information Network
Unless the community desires to significantly increase its funding of visitor centres, the district
cannot sustain two fully accredited i‐SITEs. The current available funding needs to be prioritised
across an integrated visitor servicing plan that includes the following in priority order. The new i‐SITE
developments are listed mid‐way down the list because of the longer timeframes for the expressway
and possible Kāpiti Island Gateway Centre.
1. Digital content development including a comprehensive product database, compelling
destination text, images and HD video. This is pivotal in delivering most of the other
network components including devices within and beyond i‐SITEs. It is critical to the roles of
destination promotion to visitors prior to arrival; and servicing visitors once they arrive.
2. A prominent web and mobile web presence for the Kāpiti content. There are several options
for the way this is delivered including contracting delivery through Positively Wellington
Tourism and/or providing a stand‐alone local web site/s.
3. The current array of Kāpiti information publications, produced by various council
departments, and other publishers should be reviewed against usability criteria for both
residents and visitors, with the objective to utilise the combined current budget more
effectively.
4. Ensuring increased Kāpiti stories and operator listings in NewZealand.com and Google
Places.
5. A single, higher quality Kāpiti i‐SITE which uses a combination of static and multi‐media
displays to geographically orientate visitors to recognise tangata whenua and showcase key
visitor opportunities and local stories in a visually engaging manner.
6. Any remaining visitor centres should revert to a community focus like the Waikanae model,
be funded from a community funding pool and potentially be supported by volunteers. They
can still provide district wide information with brochures and internet access.
7. A complete audit of Visitor signage and new plan for pre‐ and post‐expressway signage.
8. Proactive social media marketing and information servicing.
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9. Un‐manned Kāpiti Information Points comprising Kāpiti branding, display maps, QR
Code/NFC links and an aligned family of collateral (maps and brochures).
10. Explore providing more visitor information at facilities that already offer some manned
information function including Coastlands, libraries and council reception.
11. DOC and Greater Wellington Regional Council’s parks and transport departments should be
engaged in provision of display information on their parks and tracks.
12. Carry out a campaign to better educate businesses that are likely to act as defacto
information helpers to become familiar with the redesigned visitor guide and use it as a tool
to deal with enquiries. Examples are accommodation and attraction reception staff, cafes
and gas stations.
13. Produce HD Youtube clips highlighting the location, services and visual features of the Kāpiti
Visitor Centres. This should particularly highlight the opportunity for Wellington bound
visitors to stop in to discover the district’s visitor opportunities.
Some AV content could be provided in the short term with little expense by installing video screens
using already developed AV presentations from the Ministry of Culture and Heritage where the
Taranaki to Wellington section on this site http://www.mch.govt.nz/roadside/ includes four
individual Kāpiti district stories.
With Kāpiti having a higher than average retired population, the option of supporting any local
community (non‐i‐SITE) information centres with volunteers could be considered. There would still
need to be investment in a manager to recruit, train, motivate and roster volunteers.
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Part B. Locations of Visitor Information Facilities
This section of the report assesses the various location options for i‐SITE and other forms of visitor
information provision.

Background on Visitor Centre Reviews and Relocations
A 2003 Review of Tourism in the Kāpiti & Horowhenua Districts (TRC) noted there were six visitor
centres in Foxton, Shannon, Levin, Otaki, Waikanae and Paraparaumu. Four were i‐SITEs while
Waikanae and Shannon were (and still are) community volunteer information centres. The review
recommended rationalising the network to two regional i‐SITEs, one for the north (Horowhenua)
and one for the south (Kāpiti). This led to the closure of Foxton i‐SITE, enhancement of Levin i‐SITE
and a proposal to close Otaki i‐SITE and develop Paraparaumu as the main i‐SITE for the Kāpiti
district. Strong community resistance resulted in retention of Otaki’s full i‐SITE status. In the
subsequent years, Otaki developed into somewhat of an outlet shopping destination. The
Paraparaumu visitor centre continued in the front (eastern) Coastlands carpark kiosk but the
restrictive building meant it lost its i‐SITE status.
In 2007, KCDC carried out assessments of 21 locations for a new i‐SITE in consultation with Nature
Coast Enterprise. The main focus of this investigation was State Highway 1 locations between
Waikanae Railway Station and Paekakariki. However, it also included Paraparaumu Boating Club, the
fire station, the airport development site on Kāpiti Road and the Paraparaumu civic town centre
development area. The existing Coastlands carpark site had a high score however the increased
rental that would have been asked by Coastlands to develop a new building was considered
prohibitive. The old Pizza Hutt site (Mediterranean Food Warehouse) also ranked highly but was
considered too expensive. Paraparaumu Beach was rejected because of the difficulty in encouraging
visitors to turn off the main highway and drive a reasonable distance. The result was a council
report seeking approval to lease NZTA land at the Nikau Reserve just south of and opposite Lindale.
A total budget for consent, construction and service connection was not included in the report but
the internal fit‐out was estimated at $100,000. This proposal was not implemented.
Commencing July 2010, KCDC took a lease with Coastlands, on the current Rimu Road location at a
market rental of $34,568 + GST, including $1000 for car park allocation. An additional $1000 + GST is
paid for the merchant association promotion charge. The Kāpiti Company which has the contract to
operate the i‐SITEs pays a further $2500 for the i‐SITE inclusion in the main Coastlands sign by the
state highway entrance.
In early 2012, Nature Coast Enterprise contracted Luhrs & Associates to produce a report on Otaki i‐
SITE and District Courthouse heritage building. It concluded that it was unlikely that the i‐SITE
operation would become any more financially sustainable due to increased internet and mobile
visitor information access and competition for commission bookings. It proposed a concept titled
“Justice”, re‐purposing the building to include a modern Kāpiti food store and i‐SITE retaining the
building’s heritage but changing the internal configuration. It was also proposed to showcase
sustainable technologies. A rough budget of $300,000 was put forward assuming zero charges by
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KCDC for consenting. No further action was taken on this report. There are significant questions
over the ability to make any significant alterations to the heritage building.

Site option considerations
Visibility and access for visitors in vehicles
This review focuses on the next five years including consideration of the implications of the
expressway, due for completion in four years time in 2017. As much of the rationale for i‐SITE
location to date has been to ensure visibility and/or easy access from the main through‐route, the
Expressway is a game‐changer in terms of i‐SITE location assessment.
With the current State Highway configuration Otaki i‐SITE has good visibility for southbound traffic.
However, there are limited parking options directly in front and crossing the road here is often risky.
Most northbound visitors who might be motivated to stop would have done so before they pass
through the shopping area to reach the i‐SITE location. An expressway that bypasses Otaki as
proposed will see a major decline in drive‐by visitors for the i‐SITE.
Capturing and influencing visitors before they have missed too much of the district
One of the main arguments put forward for an i‐SITE in Otaki is that by time southbound visitors
have travelled through to Paraparaumu, it is too late to encourage people to visit the northern part
of the district. However, when the types of enquiries handled by state highway visitor centres is
considered, this argument does not hold up. It is already too late to change travel plans for the
majority of visitors by the time they reach Otaki. Visitors must be motivated to spend time in Kāpiti
in their pre‐trip research and as they travel towards the district, at locations such as Auckland,
Rotorua and Taupo. There is little if any evidence in NZ of visitor centres significantly changing the
itineraries of visitors by being placed at a prominent highway location. Tirau i‐SITE is one NZ case
which is quite successful in terms of business but it succeeds through retail and booking onward
travel. Part of its popularity is that it is 2 to 2.5 hours drive from Auckland, making it a logical
convenience stop and the town has several attractive shops. In the USA, Welcome Centres are
sometimes located at state borders following a long drive devoid of population centres so there is
more motivation for visitors to stop.
Rodney district council established an i‐SITE in a BP service centre off the motorway near Silverdale
to try to influence passing visitors. The centre was a failure and closed after a couple of years
operation. Destination Manawatu and Rangitikei District Councils have considered establishing an i‐
SITE in the vicinity of Bulls/Ohakea/Sanson for several years with Destination Manawatu’s goal to
divert visitors inland towards Palmerston North. However, a business case for this has never stacked
up to enable such development. The issue remains that by the time visitors reach Sanson, they are
unlikely to make a significant deviation from their planned itinerary. They need to be persuaded to
plan such a deviation earlier in their journey.

Potential Site Assessment
The following table considers the attributes of the key potential locations for Kāpiti i‐SITEs.
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Location

Drive‐by traffic,
ease of access
now

Ease of access
post
expressway

foot traffic

Proximity to
public
transport

Parking access

Location showcases
key Kāpiti tourism
attributes

Other

Current
Paraparaumu
i‐SITE

Site itself not visible
but signage directs
effectively

Significant decline,
Will need to attract
traffic off
expressway, 2‐5
minutes, 4 turns

Coastlands has
3M but few go to
i‐SITE. Low ped.‐
count on Rimu Rd
side of Coastlands

a few minutes walk

Very good

No, although close to
planned Town Centre &
Civic Facilities

High rental

Paraparaumu,
SH1 side of
Coastlands

Excellent

Significant decline.
Will need to attract
traffic off
expressway, 2‐5
minutes, 4 turns.

This would likely
capture more of
Coastlands users
but they are
mostly residents

Excellent

Very good (sometimes
very busy)

No, although close to
planned Town Centre &
Civic Facilities

One option is inside the
Mall.

Otaki i‐SITE

High visibility but
few car parks
outside and for
southbound traffic a
busy road to cross.

Significant decline.
Some believe this
will rebound after a
few years of
adjustment for
Otaki’s reputation
as a destination.

Although SH1
Otaki now has a
reasonable
pedestrian count
including casual
visitors, the i‐SITE
is at the less‐busy
end.

Intercity right
outside. No
commuter rail
connection.

Frustrating trying to
park right outside
although there are
plenty of parks
nearby. It can be
stressful doubling
back and trying to
drive out of Arthur
Street.

The courthouse is a nice
heritage feature and the
i‐SITE is next to the outlet
shopping. However,
there is little opportunity
to develop a lead practice
i‐SITE in this building.

Kāpiti Airport
Current

Not good, apart
from people using
airport anyway.
Mostly locals and
business.

Slightly improved

Only airport users

AirNZ and shuttle
services

Ample parking but
have to pay.

No

Likely very high rental
based on previous
assessments.
Forgiven rental
opportunity cost
significant.
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Location

Drive‐by traffic,
ease of access
now

Ease of access
post
expressway

foot traffic

Proximity to
public
transport

Parking access

Location showcases
key Kāpiti tourism
attributes

Other

Kāpiti Airport
Eastern Todd
development

Could be signposted
from SH1, 2‐3
minutes

As good as possible
with expressway.

Low now, could
be moderate in
future

Not walking
distance, bus
connection from
train station.

Depends on
development. Should
be good

Potentially a leading edge
development

Highly dependent on
the future development
of the airport, eg
whether main terminal
moves to this side.

Kāpiti Rd
eastern side
of Expressway
Interchange

Could be signposted
from SH1, 2‐3
minutes

Low

Not walking
distance, bus
connection from
train station

Depends on site.
Kāpiti Road itself will
get very busy.

No

Central location but
disconnected from
main retail centre and
beach

Paraparaumu
Beach: Kāpiti
Boating Club

Low, unless Kāpiti
Gateway Centre
goes ahead

Will need to attract
traffic off
expressway, 3‐6
minutes, 2 turns.

Low, except on
busy beach days.

Not walking
distance, bus
connection from
train station

Excellent

Yes, Kāpiti Island and the
beach are the most
renowned visual features
of the district.

Good proximity to
motels, backpackers,
main camping ground
and Golf Club,
increasing the
proposition to attract
visitors.

Paraparaumu
Beach:
Maclean
Street Shops

Low

Will need to attract
traffic off
expressway, 3‐6
minutes, 3 turns.

Low compared
with Coastlands

Not walking
distance, bus
connection from
train station

Good, parks on
waterfront within
close walking distance

Yes, similar to Boat club
site but not as strong a
connection to Island or
beach.

Without a significant
attraction development
such as the Kāpiti
Gateway centre,
Paraparaumu Beach is
too isolated from main
traffic and pedestrian
flows.

1‐2 minutes, 2
turns
As good as possible
with expressway
1 minute, 2 turns
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Whareroa Farm/MacKay’s Crossing is ruled out. This site has apparently been considered by DOC
and Greater Wellington for a visitor information centre. It has no business‐as‐usual foot traffic apart
from the few walkers and bikers who use the tracks and would therefore have little custom for much
of the working day. It also means southbound visitors would have missed most of the district by the
time the got to the i‐SITE. It is listed as a Priority 1 unmanned Information Point later in this report.

Best Location for a single Kāpiti iSITE
Part A of this review identified that based on low demand levels and high relative costs, there is a
poor case to fund two fully accredited Kāpiti i‐SITEs within 23 kilometres (20 minutes drive). This
presents a choice between Otaki and Paraparaumu. Arguments supporting Otaki as an i‐SITE
include it being a northern gateway to Kāpiti and the increased visitation arising from the outlet
shopping. However, despite the prominent location, use by genuine visitors is low and there is little
opportunity to influence Kāpiti itineraries by the time travellers reach Otaki. Otaki and its businesses
could attract more visitor nights and spend if money is directed at making the town part of the
consideration set prior to arrival in Kāpiti. If Kāpiti’s only i‐SITE was in Otaki, most Wellington day
trippers to the district would not reach it.
Paraparaumu is more central to the Kāpiti resident population, commercial accommodation, key
visitor attractions and public transport connections. It has more chance of sustaining an i‐SITE
business both in terms of servicing outbound resident bookings; and inbound visitor demand.
However, unless there is a more compelling reason to use a Paraparaumu i‐SITE, demand may not
increase much.
Without the expressway or significant attraction development at Paraparaumu Beach, an i‐SITE
location either near the Kāpiti Road‐Expressway Interchange or Coastlands/Town Centre
development would be the best option. However, if the Kāpiti Island Gateway Centre concept
proceeds at the Kāpiti Boating Club, this is recommended as the best i‐SITE location as:


It is not much further than Coastlands and just as easy to navigate to from the Expressway
interchange.



Many visitors have natural curiosity to see the coast and the island.



Investment in attracting visitors to an i‐SITE should aim to showcase a key positive attribute
of the destination. Coastlands is similar to other NZ shopping destinations and is unlikely to
change perceptions of Kāpiti. Experiencing the beach and uninterrupted view of Kāpiti
Island is more likely to make a positive impression and generate repeat visits and word‐of‐
mouth promotion.



Combining the i‐SITE service with the proposed interpretation, shows, Kāpiti Island
departure facilities, cafe, retail and beach access will create a more compelling reason to
divert off the expressway to learn about Kāpiti.



The multi‐purpose facility offers efficiencies in combining the staffing of Island trip ticketing
with the i‐SITE and retail functions.
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This development would be a key catalyst in re‐invigorating one of the District’s relatively
neglected local destinations in Paraparaumu Beach, in a manner that complements
Coastlands and the other Kāpiti Road developments.



The island visitors (8000‐9000 and likely to grow) will be a guaranteed market, few of whom
have reason to visit the Coastlands site.



There is a significant range of commercial accommodation near this site including motels,
apartments, the YHA and camping ground.



The Kāpiti Coastal Cycleway and Te Araroa national walkway both pass through the site.

Careful consideration is necessary for implementing any changes to the Visitor Information Network
over the next five years. The situation is complicated by the following issues:


Pre‐expressway information requirements still need to be met.



Where additions are made to signage and maps in the next few years, some will need to be
altered in 2017 with the expressway opening.



The lease on the Paraparaumu site comes up for renewal in June 2014. A decision on the
retention of this site needs to be made soon.



The i‐SITE location recommendations are dependent on whether the Kāpiti Island Gateway
Centre project proceeds.



There is no current budget allocation available to fit out an alternative i‐SITE location.



i‐SITE closures would not necessarily free up significant council funding in the short term as
The Kāpiti Company has a funded contract to deliver outcomes regardless of the number of
i‐SITEs.
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Recommendations on Kāpiti iSITE Location:
1. Kāpiti District should have only one i‐SITE, located in Paraparaumu.
2. If the Kāpiti Island Gateway Centre proceeds:
o

the i‐SITE should be integrated at the proposed Kāpiti Boating Club location.

o

The current Paraparaumu i‐SITE rental should be maintained until the relocation
date due to the cost of fit‐out of an alternative interim site. No increase in rental for
the current site should be accepted.

3. If the Kāpiti Island Gateway Centre does not proceed, a more detailed assessment of
potential Kāpiti Road and Coastlands sites should be carried out. As there is more than one
option, potential developer/landlords should be encouraged to incentivise the hosting of the
i‐SITE through discounted rental for the premises and signage.
4. Otaki Community should be consulted on the future use of the old courthouse building and
the level of community services rates to be invested in any future Otaki information centre
service.
5. The i‐SITE operation can be delivered through a number of arrangements including
continuing with The Kāpiti Company, direct operation by KCDC and contracted provision
with Positively Wellington Tourism. This would be dependent on a review of The Kāpiti
Company’s current contract delivery performance.

Retaining the services used by the local community
A reduction in i‐SITE service levels and locations is likely to receive a vehement response from parts
of the local community. However, the services used by the local community could still be delivered
regardless of i‐SITEs and potentially in a manner that is more convenient to residents.
The main community uses of the i‐SITEs are local events and club contacts, bus and ferry tickets for
travel out of the district and finding things to do for friends and family coming to stay. The
commercial transport bookings could be picked up by a local travel agent. There is little argument to
subsidise this service with ratepayer funds if a private business is prepared to offer it. In Waikanae’s
case, the information centre already provides a flyer with a Wellington phone number for Intercity
bookings and customers can pick up and pay for their tickets at the post office. This can also work in
other towns.
The other information on events, clubs and things to see and do can be provided through an
improved range of Kāpiti brochures and maps; and by centralised maintenance of an up to date
event, club and visitor attractions database that can be used by anyone with basic internet skills.
More can be done to ensure consistent inclusion of this information in community newspapers and
publications.
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Local Kāpiti Information Services
The following sites should be considered for local visitor information services.
Otaki visitor centre SH1

There are several options for use of the old courthouse building
including a museum, craft gallery or food centre. All of these could
integrate a shared information service, potentially supported by
volunteers. The Pipi Trail which has been developed could use this or
the current Main Street Museum as a start and information servicing
point.
The bus and ferry bookings could be handled by the Otaki travel
agent. Their location on Main Street in the town centre is actually
more centrally accessible to local residents than the State Highway
site.
Other un‐manned information points are proposed for Otaki to help
service visitors.

Waikanae town centre

This can continue as it currently operates provided the community
volunteer support is sustained. When the Mahara Gallery
development proceeds, consideration should be given to combining
the information service with reception in this facility. This would
help to attract people to the gallery and make it more of a
destination within Waikanae. Likewise visitors attracted specifically
to the gallery would discover the complementary visitor information
service.

Coastlands information desk

At present Coastlands provides information on its shopping Mall and
adjacent sites and uses an on‐line event ticketing system to sell
tickets for its theatre and other events in the system. If Paraparaumu
i‐SITE were to relocate, there is potential for Coastlands to retain
many of the current i‐SITE users at Coastlands by providing coach and
ferry bookings using the available on‐line systems. This would also
be a logical site for a district visitor map panel and a set of key visitor
brochures. If Coastlands does not want to provide this service, one
of the Mall‐based travel agents could service the transport booking
demand and they are open longer hours than the current i‐SITE.
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Paraparaumu Library

With public libraries increasingly sought out by overseas visitors for
internet and WiFi access there is potential to provide an enhanced
visitor information service using the existing reception staff. This
could range from provision of key visitor brochures and staff familiar
with the main Kāpiti on‐line visitor information portal, through to
staff providing transport and event bookings. This also exposes
visitors so a tangible flavour of the local community through the local
art on display.

Kāpiti Airport

This is an existing example of an information point with brochure
rack and a QR code for web‐site access. Should flight capacity and
frequency increase, this facility could be part‐time manned according
to demand, potentially by volunteers.

Kāpiti Visitor Info Points
Following are the sites suggested for consideration of installing branded Kāpiti Visitor Information
Points with a large visitor attraction map panel, fold‐out map, visitor guide, web site details, QR
codes and NFC tags. These are split into Priory 1 and 2 groups. Cost estimates for these have not
been sought, however if $1000 was allocated to each site for production and installation then it
would be around $15,000 to cover the Priority 1 sites. This could be developed directly by KCDC,
PWT or a mutually beneficial arrangement for brochure distribution may be negotiated with a
commercial distribution business such as Jasons. The issue with Jasons will be ensuring Kāpiti brand
and map prominence whereas their standard Visitor Point model prioritises Jasons branding and
often includes out of region publications. These already exist at some Kāpiti sites and
accommodation providers.
Priority 1:


Paekakariki shops



Whareroa Farm and QE2 info Kiosk



Raumati Shops



Nyco Chocolates/Prenzell



Paraparaumu Railway Station



PRM Intercity bus stop



KCDC Building Reception Foyer



Paraparaumu Library



Kāpiti Pools Complex
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Maclean St Shops



Kāpiti Road Airport development (depending on final i‐SITE location)



Nga Manu



Lindale



Southwards



Otaki Town Centre

Priority 2:


Paekakariki Railway Station



Raumati Marine Gardens



Waikanae Beach Cafe area



Te Horo



Otaki Beach



Peka Peka Beach

Other Commercial Non‐tourism Sites
Other high‐use sites such as gas stations on State Highway 1 could be considered for information
points. This would require a holistic strategy to encourage these businesses to buy in to supporting
the visitor industry and negotiating space for at least the map and key visitor guide. The Otaki BP is
one key example of a business which captures much higher numbers of travellers than the i‐SITE.
These businesses are increasingly providing a cafe environment to encourage customers to take
some time out, providing an opportunity to show them what the district offers visitors.
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